
An Economy of “Words”

An ethnographic project on 

SEO and word-like characters 

in human-computer genres



Preliminary Directions

• Search Engines

– Value formal features 
of pages (spelling, 
font, syntax, etc.)

– Rank pages = views

– Rank as framing of 
content?

• Search Engine 
Optimization

– Website focused

– Creation of Genres

– Human-Computer 
speaker / addressee



What are effects of SEO?

• SEO is its own specialization of discourse

• And is a way of talking about discourse
• “Meta-discursive”

• Claims to create online material resulting in higher rank
by search engines when users search a “keyword”

• Writing is addressed to Google’s algorithm
– “secret formula” that “changes hundreds of times a year”

• Is writing for computers really “human language” or 
something else?  E.g., Innovation penalized…reported 
speech is “copying”…no value for narratives (before / 
after, plot, argument and conclusion)

• What is language, then?



SEO and “words”
• Cross Internet genres developing around formal 

features said to be valued by Google and other 
Search Engines
– “Web Design” “Architecture” etc. being driven by effort to “rise” in 

rankings > generate “value” or profit, said to be good inherently, 
i.e., “best practices”

• How to rise?  SEO promises … reality?
– Genre formulation around “keywords” as the locus of “content”

• Structured by Headings H1/H2
• Looks like encyclopedia or newspaper articles

– But written for computers to “parse”

• And to appear to computers as if addressed to / read by 
humans

• Are keywords words, or “words”?  



Part One: History

• Does the Internet have a history?

• Does “information” have history?  

• Is that history part of culture?



1.1
Search Engines

• Created to index webpages

• How to organize?  Word-based

• How to search? Query by word

• Mid 1990s, no value in using words except 
to be “found”

• Not enough readers on any particular 
page to generate and sell advertising 
space

• Nobody around to sell such space



Creating a click-Economy
• Revenue model based on newspaper ads

– Articles published to draw readers

– Readers attention also drawn to ads

– Higher circulation = Higher ad exposure

– Cost of ads increases with circulation = profit

• Principle: Publish what readers “want”
• Reality: Daily event updates, gossip, etc., “news”

• Websites built on this model to sell ads

• Engines provide “information” (CS term) 
alongside ads

• Google: Regarded as the “best” search engine, used by majority of 
online searchers





Google.com, Nov 1998-2009
• Press Release: for newspapers!

• New Search Destination Site Provides Unprecedented 
Ease of Use, Helping Internet Users to Find 
Information Fast and Effectively 

• MOUNTAIN VIEW, Calif. -- September 21, 1999 --
Google Inc., one of the fastest growing search 
destinations on the World Wide Web, today announced 
GoogleScout, a revolutionary new feature that expands a 
user's access to related information beyond the results of 
a search query. The company today also announced the 
launch of its new website at www.google.com. 
– Query plus “related information”: words associated 
– Google within two years would be said to “power” searches on 

other sites
– “To Google X” becomes a phrase synonymous with “search 

online” using a query, a “keyMatch” then “KeyWord”



Google’s Boasted Features
• Interface: ad and link free for search query input

• Text-Matching: “hypertext based,” including 
font, position of all terms on page
– Position of term used for SEO, font size for weight

• “Neighboring” web page’s “content”
– Links create “context” of page

• “PageRank”: 500 mil variables, 2 bil. terms

• Linkage Weight: Linked-To and Linked-From

• “Integrity”: “…objective and unbiased,” and 
“resistant to manipulation of returned results and 
does not alter the rank of search results based 
on payment” (Press Release 9/21/99)





Search Engine as Frame

• “Google” becomes a “metapragmatic” frame: 
tells us how to construe / use, e.g., “true”

• Tells the reader the value of high ranked 
content…but what value? Or, what Quality

– Good? True? Reliable? Useful? Spam?

– “saw it on the internet” remains a byword for 
unreliable

– “Google it” becomes response to a doubt or question

– Higher ranked results model the “right” way to speak

– Value (ad) and Frame (quality) emerge together 



1.2
SEO: Search Engine Optimization

• A new practice (mid 2000s)

• Once based on “architecture” or “design”

• Made a site “readable” by a “spider” which 
indexed it to a “keyword”

• Keywords used by searchers would pull up 
these sites, used as “meta-words”

• Basic database / library index model

• Hence, “query” used for search input



2006

Merely designed to 
appear as a SERP



By 2007…

Obscuring Jargon
*Search engine marketing plan

*Internet marketing tactics
*Cost per acquisition

*Extensive Keyword Research
*Maximum conversion rate

*Targeted link building
*Online press release optimization

*Web analytics

…

Titles
*Search Engine Consultants

*Internet Marketing Consultants
*Usability Experts

…

Claims

“We [know / understand]”

*how search engines work
*where your site needs to show up

…



Language is creative, reflexive…
• Language is structurally / grammatically for speaking by 

humans to humans, in spacetime
• Notice that SEOers use language to invent an entire 

new, imagined thing, and it is talking about language 
(reflexivity)

• Titles-like-names: Point at technical expertise (implicit 
claim to secret knowledge)

• Jargon (“register”): Describes practices or processes by 
stringing together nouns:
– [Internet / Search Engine] marketing [tactics / consultants]

• Or by referring to something not yet existing or is a 
name for something they create
– Search Engine marketing plan
– Web analytics



1.3 
The SEO and Search Engine Loop

• Google unique by not showing ads on search 
entry page, only on results next to rankings

• SEO emerged to “manipulate” search engine 
rankings…how?  Secret formula?

• Higher “ranked” results = More views/click
– There are always higher ranked results…”Do they 

SEO?”

• Views/clicks = Revenue (ads, sales)
• Fractal: SE Results page : Website

– “content” surrounding valued space of ads
– “content” build around keywords
– Should appear to provide “information” not ads 

(“spammy”)



SERP as a genre 
imitated by ads first, 

and then pages

Keywords surrounded 
by “content” with space 

for ads



SEO devalues Search Engine 
as Frame for “information”

• Page 1 links to Page 2
• Page 2 links to Page 3
• Page 3 links to Page 4
• Page 4 links to Page 1
• All equal value for Linkage
• If Page 4 is also linked to by Page 5, Page 1 will 

gain more ‘relevancy’ and ‘credibility’ alongside 
Page 4: “link juice”

• Link Farms emerge pointing to each other, and 
then to a revenue generating site

• Metadata “stuffing” with KeyWords = rank > $$$



Ike Antkare exposes Google

• In 2010 Cyril Labbe published essay
• Explains how “SciGen” (MIT) wrote essays using 

a “context free grammar” relying on Computer 
Science jargon

• First essay published had references to essays 
indexed by GoogleScholar

• A hundred subsequent essays all referred to first 
essay, and to one another

• Antkare scored on scholarometer, publish-or-
perish, Scholar-H index, H-view, ScHolar index 
as more highly cited than Albert Einstein







1.4
The Post-2010 Response?  

Content is King!

• Hummingbird: Keyword fitting to AdWords:

– Search “dog” and you’ll be provided, “dog sitters” as a 
suggested query

– Said to get at “intent” of searchers by getting at the 
“whole sentence or conversation or meaning”

– Shapes input to fit existing revenue generating words

• Penguin: Response to “LinkFarms” “Blackhat
SEO” affected only 3% of results

• Blacklisting for over-linking to a site



Two developments

• Panda and Human Rating Review

• Panda: Said to give lower ranks to “thin” or 
“low quality” sites…what is high quality?

• Acc’d to GoogleWebmasterCentral:

– “tackles the difficult task of algorithmically 
assessing website quality.”

– No information on actual algorithm, of course

– List of questions to ask ourselves



Panda Self-Review
• “would you trust the information presented…?”
• “written by an expert or enthusiast who knows the topic well, or more 

shallow in nature?”
• “duplicate, overlapping, or redundant articles…?”
• “comfortable giving your credit card…?”
• “spelling, stylistic or factual errors”?
• “driven by genuine interest of readers of the site?”
• “provide original content or information, original reporting, original 

research or original analyses?
• “provide substantial value when compared to other pages?
• “How much quality control is done on content?”
• “Does the article describe both sides of a story?”
• “Is the site a recognized authority on its topic?”
• “content mass-produced by or outsourced to a large number of 

creators…was it edited well…insightful analyses or interesting 
information?”

• AND: “would users complain when they see pages from this site?”



Questions come from 
Human Rating Review Guidelines

• Process submitting query results to humans who answer 
battery of questions about ranked sites

• Their ratings are then converted into patterns for 
discriminating “quality” using algorithm

• Still based on formal features (font, heading, references, 
grammar, etc.) because vast majority of pages are not 
submitted for human review

• And…what appears “trustworthy” or otherwise of good 
quality are features of developing genre

• Shaped by SEO and Google feedback loop

• Abridged guidelines “leaked” to SEO companies

• Drawing on existing genres (encyclopedia, newspapers)





WebSpam: From Guidelines 





Google as WebSpam?

• AdWords remains Google’s most 
profitable practice >$40B / year

• Auctioning words and selling space for 
search engine results

• What does Google call a website designed 
exclusively to generate revenue?  
Webspam

• But…they provide “information,” right?



Consequence of Panda?

News and social media sites got a bump

“Scraper” sites also bumped up

How to regulate and favor “original” content?

Sites can report “scraper” sites to Google

Effectively, no way to code against copying 
at the phrasal level, without eliminating the 
majority of human utterances.

Thus, the Blacklist = self surveillance 



Part Two: SEO practices

• Driven by market logic, separates public
from private descriptions of practice

• Public: jargon, technical, paranoia of 
Blacklisting, too complex for average user

• “you can’t fool Google’s team of PhDs”

• “algorithm changes all the time”

• “could get yourself blacklisted”

• Private?  Samples of SEO work…



2.1 Link Building Tactics

• Paid comments on blogs link to sites 
seeking a “boost” in SEO

• Comments should “appear” to respond to 
the article / post, to pass human review

• Premium on number of comments posted 
in an hour (quotas, 12 / hour)

• Outsourced to non-native English 
speakers



Examples of in-blog Link Building

• From “ContentMarketingToday.com” blog:
• “For business blogging skeptics, the idea that a 

roofing company would bother with a blog might 
seem ludicrous. But that kind of thinking betrays 
a fundamental misunderstanding of the power of 
the new generation of business blogs. 

• An effective business blog is likely to become 
the most powerful content marketing tool of the 
21st century. With a minimum investment, you 
can count on a tangible and accelerating 
return. Roof Life of Oregon shows exactly why 
this is true.”



Comments on Blog
• Sal Dickinson: “Smart. Blogging has been an underconsidered

tactical functionality we should explore more for our clients, even 
those who resolve well organically for targeted search terms.”

• Roofing Dallas: “Good article. Should a roofing company have a 
blog? Absolutely. Every business should have one. When your 
clients check you out, there is more content available to form a good 
opinion of who you are. A blog allows you to control your business 
brand. Roofing Dallas”

• Denver Roofing: “Every roofing company should have a blog, it is 
the only way a roofing company will be able to make it through the 
Google Rankings. It is critical to focus on blogs for your customers 
as well. With our blog, I have noticed that our denver roofing
customers now come to us with a decision before they call. In other 
words, we have cut down our sales cycle by having our denver
roofing blog.”

• Oklahoma Roofing: “I was delighted to find this web site.I wanted to 
thank you for your time reading this wonderful! I really enjoyed every 
bit of it and I've marked to ensure that the blog post something new.”



2.2 Paid Blogging
• Paid bloggers (from a first page result, Top Rated Roofers Blog)

• How to Choose A Roofing Contractor

• IT GOES WITHOUT SAYING THAT THE ROOF IS THE FIRST THING 
ONE TAKES NOTE OF IN ANY HOME. ONE MUST THEREFORE PUT 
HIS BEST FOOT FORWARD AND ENSURE THE ROOF IS 
SCINTILLATING. THAT MEANS ENSURING THE INDUSTRIAL ROOF 
INDIANAPOLIS DOES NOT HAVE FLAWS. THIS MAY SOUND EASY BUT 
LIKE YOU WILL FIND OUT, IT ALSO INVOLVES HIRING THE BEST 
CONTRACTORS. THIS IS OFTEN TRICKY, GIVEN THAT THERE ARE SO 
MANY ROOFING CONTRACTORS OUT THERE. CHOOSING ONE THAT 
CAN OFFER YOU VALUE FOR YOUR MONEY CAN EASILY BE AN 
UPHILL TASK. WITH THE FOLLOWING TIPS UP YOUR SLEEVE 
HOWEVER, YOU CAN HAVE AN EASY TIME.

• There are so many factors that may force you to consider roof 
replacement. You may want to end up with a roof similar to that of 
your neighbor or you may simply want to ensure you have a roof over 
your head that won’t let you down in the event of a hurricane. Either 
way, you have to do roof instalaltion San Diego after some time



Jargon Blogging
• AndrewDavidson.com: Corporate Gibberish Generator

• UVU is the industry leader of viral niches. Your budget for 
engaging should be at least one-tenth of your budget for embracing. 
We have proven we know that it is better to incentivize compellingly 
than to scale dynamically. 

• Is it more important for something to be interactive or to be 
interactive? If all of this sounds astounding to you, that's because it 
is! The aggregation factor is interactive. The capacity to innovate 
proactively leads to the ability to whiteboard transparently. 

• What does it really mean to target "mega-perfectly"? The M&A factor 
is B2C. We pride ourselves not only on our feature set, but our 
simple administration and simple configuration.  



2.3 
Practical uses of LingAnth ?

• Recent development of BlueSalt Engine

• Blogs

• Comments

• Reviews



• There aren't many topics of discussion that make me <%BLANK%>, but here's one. What I say shouldn't be 
ignored and I'm the know-it-all...just ask my mom. Two heads are better than one.

•

• Our dog has been feeling sick this past week and can't keep anything down. We don't know what to do, other than 
to take her to the veterinarian. When your pet is sick or undergoing anaesthesia, its important to know your vet is 
has the right equipment to identify the problem and ensure your pet's health and safety throughout their treatment. 
It's important for me to find <%BLANK%>. There are vets that make a great first impression but end up being 
careless so its important to look at reviews and ask around. The good news is that once you find the right one, you 
can take all your pets there forever! You will need to choose an animal medical practitioner that meets your dogs 
and cats requirements and expectations.

•

• I think it is good to know a good animal hospital that can also make house calls. There are some emergencies that 
can occur where it is better for your pet to not move. If you have specific questions about how your pet may 
receive treatment, call the veterinarian's office and find out before going in. I don't like thinking about having to 
ever take my dog to an emergency veterinarian but it's better to be safe than sorry. I need to make sure I know 
where the nearest one is around here. The American Animal Hospital Association recommends that pets should 
visit the vet at least once a year for checkups and preventative care.

•

• How does any of what I'm about to write relate to what was in the news today? I'm not sure, but it's important just 
the same, right?

•

• Don’t be afraid to ask how your vet stays current with the latest medical advances. In any case, we can't forget 
{%BLANK%}. Choosing the vet before a crisis unfolds is the best way to go, and word of mouth is usually reliable. 
People love their pets too much to not love yours a little too. When selecting a veterinarian, you're doing more than 
searching for a medical expert. You're looking for someone to meet your needs and those of your pet, a doctor 
who has people as well as animal skills.

•

• As I said, there are some emergencies that can occur where it is better for your pet to not move.
•

• Have a great day, and don't forget to smell the roses! And to comment! {%BLANK%} is what is heard today, but 
who knows?



comments

• Dogs and cats may associate going to the vet with scary procedures. To break this 
pattern, drop in on a regular basis just to say hello and score a treat. I think it really is 
a gamble at the beginning because you don't know who is good until you try one out. 
If you take your pet in and let him be familiar with the doctor, they usually will trust 
them more. {%BLANK%} is well done, for sure. People often want more than just 
vaccination shots out of their vet services. If you want to be prepared for an accident 
and have the assurance that the operating vet is someone you know, you may want 
to go to a vet that doubles as a 24 hour animal hospital. We typically have a good 
system for finding a good vet for our dog, he seems to somehow know if something is 
wrong with someone. He'll not even let the person get near him or us, he'll just bark 
and growl.

•

• Some vets still make house calls and offer emergency services after regular hours. 
Increasingly, especially in urban areas, you’ll be directed to a 24-hour emergency 
hospital. {%BLANK%} often makes me wonder about our world. Know if the 
veterinary hospital is found within a short drive of your home; determine what the 
office hours are, and whether it is possible to get emergency care after hours or on 
weekends and holidays. We typically have a good system for finding a good vet for 
our dog, he seems to somehow know if something is wrong with someone. He'll not 
even let the person get near him or us, he'll just bark and growl.



Conclusions…Questions

• Language or Genre?

• History and Culture shaping “information”?

• Computer - Human Dialog?  

• Is everything that looks like Language, L?



Language or “words”? Genres

• “Information”: atemporal, about a subject > “data”
– Mass noun used as a count noun…

– more data but not *a data (17th c. datum: a thing given)

• Code: Humans to Computers > generate “data”

• Spam(my): Computers to H, “for $”

• Literature: H to H

• SEO’d: H and C to H and C, (for $? For data? = $)

• Writing for algorithms without knowing the algorithms 
– > guesswork > genres emerge to mark the “quality” of the writing 

(metadiscursive), and those qualities “mark” the genre

• Are these genres using or changing language?



• Is Human language being reshaped by SEO?  Not really.

• Innovation used to sell practices, but not in describing 
the clients’ practices (internet marketing tactics / 
dentristry) because Keywords govern content, acc’d to 
newly created KeyWord Experts

• Copying is to be officially tabooed, but at what level?  
Phrasal?  Paragraph?  Word? What about responses to 
the State of the Union Address?  Replies to 
responses…conversations?  Isn’t Social Media about 
copying and responding?  

• “Original” means…?  Isn’t gibberish original?
• But where do Keywords come from, anyway?  From 

users submitting a word or phrase to the point it 
becomes auctionable, that is, purchased for adspace

• Dog v. Dog Sitting: No ads on “dog,” but results do link to 
dog sitting services



Economy of Words / Clicks
• Search Engines developed with a particular view of 

language (as grammar + syntax) common to computer 
science departments (Chomsky, MIT, Stanford)

• Word- and rule-focused, but only made possible by 
richer reality of language which their algorithms cannot 
calculate > SEO as a metadiscourse for Search Eng

• Thus, “Human Raters” required, or, the appearance of 
surveillance by HR; And…

• SEO to publicly proselyte “Content” and warn of 
“Blacklist”

• Genre develops with Editors steering words towards 
imagined markets, with Google almost god-like, SEO 
priests offering to appease and get you its “ear”

• A sort of secular priesthood and broader ‘scripturalizing’
• Higher rankings = Better product?  More true news?



Keywords centering “Content”

• But Is It Language?

• Not when written by computers.
• Not when addressed to computers.

– No innovation, productivity, creativity, reflexivity, play…
– Only syntax and grammar (rules for assembling parts)

• We are overhearing computer dialog, and construing it as humans 
speaking to one another

• Like hearing in the breeze someone’s voice

• Often those computers are interrupting human speech mid-
sentence: consider spell checker when creating a new word, like 
hucomputan writing



Future

• Further fieldwork with SEO companies

• Employee practice and public statements 

• NLG / NLP designers

• SE Users on higher/lower ranked pages

• Problems of corporate ethnography

• This line space for sale! Call Today!

• The SaltLakeRoofingSupplies End.


